GATCom regular meeting (Government Access Television Access Commission)
Minutes for September 21, 2022
This meeting was held by teleconference.
Video recording of the meeting will appear in this playlist:
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1cC-rkNEFsFLPRx6wh8v6KT5JA4m_f_v;
Present:
Aldon Hynes, Mary Hill, Theresa Bahner
Also present: Pua Ford (coordinator & clerk)
1. Call to Order: Hynes called the meeting to order at 7:33pm.
2. Minutes
Motion to approve the minutes of August 23, 2022 as presented (Bahner, Hill)
Vote in favor unanimous.
Motion passed.
3. Coordinator Reports (attached)
4. Business:
a. Personnel: One new hire is editing meetings from home and turning them around
quickly. It was suggested that we should provide computers for people working from
home, since we have leftover grant funds.
b. Equipment: A new Owl Meetings 3 camera was purchased for hybrid meetings,
especially from the conference room in back of Town Hall. Ford hopes to test it in the
main meeting room sometime next week. We will consider purchase of a laptop capable
of using WebEx, Owl apps and NDI Tools (to interface with the TC1 for transmission to
channel 79 and YouTube).
Those present briefly reviewed the quote from TelVue for an upgraded broadcast
server, Hypercaster AIO.
Motion to authorize the purchase of a Hypercaster AIO from TelVue pending
commission review of the quote # Q-17229 (Bahner/Hill),
Approval unanimous; meeting adjourned
c. Draft 2023 meeting dates: To be reviewed, possibly on fourth Wednesdays of the month
going forward.
d. Goals for next budget commission: For the next meetings.
6. Adjournment.
Motion to adjourn at 8:01pm (Bahner/Hill)
Approval unanimous; meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Pua Ford
Next scheduled meetings
Wednesday, October 26: budget FY24, 2023 meeting dates
Wednesday, November 30

Attached: September packet

WGATV coordinator report for September 2022
Overview
CAC grant transferred to our accounts. 2 new assistants. Coordinator job search turned over to
administration. No new appointment to this commission.
Production since August report (virtual unless otherwise noted)
8/23 Govt. Access TV
9/06 Town Plan & Zoning (TPZ) in person
9/08 Board of Selectmen (BOS) special,
requested live for non-Executive
Session
9/08 Economic Development (EDC) in
person
9/12 Human Services
9/14 BOS regular
9/15 Board of Finance (BOF)
9/15 Conservation
Expected for October
10/01 Road Race
10/03 TPZ in person
10/03 Human Services if zoom
10/12 BOS (conflicts with ZBA in person)
10/13 EDC
10/17 Fire Commission
10/17 Police Commission
10/17 WBOE

Anticipated
9/19 Fire Commission
9/19 Police Commission in person
9/19 Woodbridge Board of Ed (WBOE)
hybrid but only recording WebEx side
9/20 BOS another special, requested live on
both channels for non-Exec Session
9/21 Inland Wetlands (IWA)
9/21 GATV
9/28 CUPOP

10/19 IWA in person
10/20 BOF
10/20 Conservation
10/24 CUPOP (if WebEx)
10/24 Recreation
10/26 GATV

Since the lawsuit from Open Communities Alliance, BOS requests live coverage on both 79 and
YouTube of special meetings held mostly in Executive Session. Because of how stream and TV
are scheduled, it is messy to cut in and out of the meeting. So most personnel time is spent with
a screen explaining the Executive Session.
Public attendance at the in-person side of WBOE fell off during the summer. In August, they
did not even set up the table to face an audience, and only the interim superintendent and two
board members were in the room. Another member joined the meeting from India. Until we
hear that there is interesting in-person public comment (like the 9/12 Amity BOE meeting), we
expect to only record & stream the WebEx side going forward. There is small but consistent live
viewership of our YouTube stream of WBOE meetings.
A zoom recording of a 2030 Task Force meeting was sent to me without explanation; I had
to inquire what was expected of us with the recording. I have been dubbing the Amity Board of
Ed meetings from their website; August had no audio, but September looks better. Amity’s
channel usually shows a slideshow of past student art and photography, when I have occasion
to check it.
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The Road Race is an add-on to our programming. I would like to offer it to our assistants as
something more interesting for them to do. It might not fit their other work schedules. If we
cannot offer full-time work, I hope that something more interesting might keep them around.
CAC grant: Transferred to our accounts after BOS/BOF approval at their regular meetings.
Personnel: I gave Tony Genovese a copy of the simplified coordinator duties. I suggested the
administrative part (timesheets, work assignments for staff) could be put under an asst. administrative officer. A larger but still part-time job could be made of WGATV coordinator and
website, e-newsletter management.
Scheduling production work and getting the new people trained is filling my time. It is hard
to cut back my hours as planned. Extra time is also spent to plan against some technical
glitches during live production. As I write this now, I have just spent 4 hours digging through old
finance records to figure out our purchase option for a new Hypercaster.
Equipment
Hypercaster: Planned upgrade to be funded by the CAC grant. Hypercaster AIO (for “all-inone”) can record the live NDI stream from the Tricaster TC1. One software license (to improve
the audio of loud-quiet recordings) needs to be purchased again. The license for SmartCaption
can be carried over, as well as previously-purchased time for live and recorded closed captions.
Separate memo on our options to come.
The service contract for TelVue equipment and software means we can get things fixes
quickly. Most of this involves engineers working remotely. They like to have the “backdoor”
port 22 open so they can work on anyone’s issues at any hour. But the Town’s IT contractor
(Vancord, formerly TBNG) considers this a liability. Whoever become the next coordinator has
to be the go-between between Vancord and TelVue engineers.
Other considerations: test a new microphone base for the main meeting room microphones.
Get help from dnr Labs for camera #3, which keeps turning off whenever the cable connection
to TC1. Any repairs on main meeting room equipment.
New commitment already: We purchased a Meeting Owl 3, a 360° camera for hybrid
meetings, at the request of Selectman McCreven. This would be best used in the small meeting
room in the back of Town Hall. Sheila would like to test this in the main meeting room. The Owl
needs to be connected to a computer with USB-C connection in order to be used for WebEx or
Zoom. An external monitor would be connected to that computer. We have not committed to
buying a laptop to go with the Owl.
Other: It has been noticed that many PEG channels that were on Frontier’s video service
(Advantage TV) are showing black screen. This is part of Frontier’s rush to change its network
to optic fiber before figuring out how video will ride on it. We have never heard from
Woodbridge residents who use Frontier video. But in good faith we continue to send our
programming there with the outdated V-Brick encoder.
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Memo
To
From
Re

September 19, 2022
GATV Commission
Pua Ford, WGATV coordinator
Hypercaster options – need your input

Our main goal for this year’s Cable Advisory Council grant is upgrading the
Hypercaster, our playback broadcast server which we use to schedule programs and
send them to Altice/Cablevision and Frontier video.
The next model up, Hypercaster All-in-One, can record a NDI stream when we send it
from the Tricaster TC1 or other NDI machine on the same network—for example, a
laptop attached to a camera at a live meeting in Center Gym. It also has better
hardware options, so we could have a dedicated input than the input for live meetings in
Town hall—as for a weather camera on the occasions when we want to show a storm’s
progress from Town Hall.
Besides the Hypercaster, we have bought software licenses that we can carry over to
the new server:
1. IP Capture – never worked well with the old SD Tricaster and connections, to
record live programs for instant playback
2. Loudness Pro – improves audio, the only license we must buy again
3. TelVue Care – for tech support on hardware and most software, can be carried
over for one more year. New equipment and the renewed license will have one
year of warranty. If we buy TelVue Care on new items up front, it’s discounted.
4. SmartCaption Live – for live closed captioning
5. Cloud service for Connect – annual subscription good until 12/2023
a. our account on Connect has our “dictionary” of names and frequent
terminology that works with SmartCaption,
b. the SmartCaption editor (for correcting captions when necessary),
c. access to programs from other ACM member stations
d. works as a FTP site so programs can be up- and downloaded
remotely—good for inclement weather, pandemic shutdowns, and work
from other staff members
e. converts programs in the cloud to a format that plays out easily
From the initial quotes, I weeded out a couple of hardware items (e.g., we turned down
the option for a Roku channel and other services). I have one more question about a
converter between the Hypercaster and the Cablevision modulator. I estimate our base
cost is between $9,100 and $9,590.
We have enough in our capital account to consider a 2-year extension of TelVue Care
and still have $4,000-5,000 for other expenses. I’ll know more by Wednesday/
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